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Performance Indicators:
(bon completion of this module, the
student will be able to Identify
various nails,

screws and,other
anchoring devices, and will be ableoto
describe under

which conditions they
are best used.

The student will demonstrate knowledge
of the subject

by successfully
completing

a Self Assessment
and a Post

Assessment
exam.
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INDIVIOUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

To successfully complete t'hi's module,' complete the following tasks in the order
listed. Check each one off as,you complete .it.

I. ,' Read the Goal' and Performance Indicators on the cover-of thisjnodule.
This will inform you of what you are expected to gain from completing
this module and how you will demonstrate that knowledge. Read tie
Introduction section to underStand why this module -is important:

2. Study the InformitiOn section of this module to-acquire the knowledge
o , necessary to complete-the Self aid Post Assessment exams. 7

p

3. Complete the'Self Assessment exam and compare your answers with those on
the Self Assessment.Answer Sheet on the page immediately following-the
exam. Re-study or ask your instructoreor help on any' questions you
have trouble with. The Self Assessment exam will help you determine
how well you are likely to do,on the Post Assessment.

4. Complete the Post Assessment exam and, -urn your answers in to your
instructor. It is recommended that you score 90% or better on the 'Post

- Assessment before going on to the next module.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
d

Introduction

1111111111111

Fasteners of many kinds are used in every skilled trade and technical occupation.
The purpose of this module is to acquaint the pprentice with the various types .:,
of fastening devices in common use, to indicate the size designations that ,apply
for each type, 'and to present the information needed for making the correct choice
of fastener for doing the job at hand in the best:and easiest way. Fasteners
described include nails,1screws, and anchoring devices of many types.
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Informition

NAILS

Widely used kinds of nailsioinclude -common wire snails, box nails, finish nails,
casing nails, clinch nails and flooring brads, which areall essentially a piece of
wire with one end flattened for the head and the other end pointed. Cut nails and
tacks differ from wire nails in that they arse made from flat metal sheets.

Nails are made of various metals, including steel, brass, copper,,stainless steel
and aluminum: Coatings and treatments

are 'often applied to nails to increase hold-'
ing power, reduce corrosion, and improve appearance; nails may be cement coated,
acid etched, galvanized, cadmibm plated, blued, nickel plated or chromium plated.
Some nails are:esiecially hardened for use in concrete or masonry, while, others
are annealed (softened) so.tfiat they can,be riveted. Some common types of nails,
nail points, and nail heads a'e shown in Pig. H-l.

Most nails are still sized by the old pdpny system, which is supposedly based on-

thousand4 The letter="d" employed in nail size designations
is the Englith abbreviation for penny. The`lengthsand gage numbers(diameter,

. .designations) of nails Of various penny sizes are given in Table 4. The smaller
the diameter of the nail, the higher the gage number. Nails longer than six inches
are generally sized by inches; those smaller than 2d are sized by fractions of arc
inch. 'Certain types ofnails--brads, felt roofing nails hinge nails, plaster
nails, and some others--are always sized by inches. /

Recent;chmes in mateeials calling for different types of holding devices'have.
brought about the development of "improved" or threaded. nails, which are threaded'

,like.s_rews but are driven with halters. The wood fibers are forced, into the ,

grooves between the threads-;When the nail
1
i isdrven in. Once such a nail is'.s

driven; the threads prevent it from being pulled or forced out of the wood.
Threaded nails can be substituted for wood screws in many cases,. thus Saving the



4.time that would be required for borfKg holes. Threaded nails are made in a widerange of types and sizes and are supplied in regular or,hardened steel, copper,brass, commercial bronze, silicon bronze, and. other,material5 and finishes. (SeeFib.
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Penny
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2d
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jl
,6d
'7d
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'Pd
,7108)

19d

16d
20d
30d
4Cd
50d
60d

Coated nails are 1/13" shorter.
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_T1Sizes and Gages of Some Conimpnly Used Nails

. -

Length
'in

inc4s*

-

Gage'(Biriniaghaan wire gage)
.

Gammon
nails

.. Pox and
:ising

nails .

Coated
nails

Finish.
nails1

15
.15-1/2 16

'13-1/2.
' 1:1/4 i4

14-1/2 1 15-1/2 15-1/2
171/2

1.2-1/2 14
14 ---.e' 15'

1-3/4 . 12-1/2 14
13-1)2 15

2
11-1/2 12-1/2 11 132-1/4 11-1/2 12-1/2 12-1/2 13.2-1/2 1071/4 11 1/2 11 -1/2 12-1/2

2-J/4 10-1/4 11-1/2 A1-1/2' 12-1/2
3

9
10-1/2 11

, . 11-1/23-1/4 9
10-1/.2 10 . 11-1/23-1/2 8 . 10 9 11

4
6,

9
7 104-1/2 5

9 6
-

.5
4

8 5
-

5-1/2 3 .
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SCREWS

,Next to nails, the most
common -fastening devices are screws. Three types ofscrews -are considered

here: Ooo'd, sheet metal a'nd machine screws.

WOOD SCREWS

The threads of a wood
screw are in the form of projecting spiral ribs'that cut, into

the wood as the screw is turned
in wish

'screwdriver. After the 'screw is inserted,the wood fibers close up and hold it tightly in place. Wood screws are usually-threaded over only part of their length; the
unthreaded'part is called the shank:

A wood screw has more holding power -than.a.nail of the s,ame size, and it can beremoved more easily,than a hail.. On the other hand, wood screws are more expensive ,
than nails, and it geQeral'y

takes more time to drill a hole and then turn in a
screw than to drive a nail. Wood screws are made of soft steel;

copper, copperalloys, or aiuminum..
The steel screw may be plated or coaQ to retard corrosion.or match-the finish of hardware. :

Woodscrews are made in a wide range of lengths-and
diameters. The shank di meter,

or gage, is indicated by a number, from 0-to 24; the higher the number, the gr ter

.no



the diameter (just the opposite of the gage of 'wire nails):
Standard wood'screws- u rare available in lengths from.1/4 in.-to 5 in.-and

are designated
according,to theshape of the head as flat, round or val. Some scr'ewheads have a. single slot forillthe icrewdrier;ythers have a reces'sed

cross slot, known as a Phillips head.(See Fig. H -3.)

The application of engineering principles to, the design Of
fasteners has broughtabout the developmentof greatly improved screws for Many special purposes. OneSil,ch fastener is a'self-Idriilingwood

Screw that haS,a sharp off-center slot cutinto the point part way along the shank. (See Fig. H-4.) The sharp edge pf theslot cuts th'reads.into
the wood as the ,screw turns; ,it also proyides space forsome of the wood shavings.,

A

' <X 0

I

U -3. Wood screws.
(A) flat (13) round !wad,

(C) oval head, all single-
, slotted: (D) Hat head,

erosstslotted

H-4.
A sett -dt Wing wood screw

The selection of the-right screw for the job
depends,on the same considerations asthe choice of the right nail: the material

or materials to be fastened, the-,-stresses to which
the construction,will

be subjected, the environmental
conditions,to which it will be exposed and the appearance desired for the finis* work.For ordinary purpotes where the work will not be exposed'to

moisture, the.briOi(uncoated) screw is 'used; when the screw is to be installed where it will come in,contact with moisture, a coated or plated
screw is preferred.

The flat-head screwis used in work where the screw head is to be fluSh ith Ihe.surfaceior
counter-sunk. The round -head screw is best if there is dange of splitting the wood when,driving a flat-head screw into it; or ifasurface appea nce is not a

consideration.The oval-head screw is
sometiMes'chosen,for appearance and for the, greater strength

4

Ali of the C.head. Phillips -head Can be
driven.faster.tan screws with single-

,

b.
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slotted heads and with less danger of the screwdriver slipping; for these reasons,

they' are much used in production work. The drive screw, which has long Spiral

ribs and is designed to be,driven in with a hammer, is used where speed and economy

in fastenifig,are important factors; it is Most suitable for use with soft woods.

,eat 4
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SHEET - METAL SCREWS
,

.
t \

Sheet-Metal screws axe made of hardened steel and are Self-tapping; that is, they
. .

cut or fot-m threads''as they are turned intoa pilot hole that is molded, bunched,
.

..

.drilled, or p ierced In the n%tenial.,°They may have flat,' round, oval tither

type heads, w ith single slots UrsPhil ips recessed slots. (See Fig.-R-5.) Sheet- 1

,metal Screws are identified by gage n tuber (diameter) from 2 to 14 and by length

from,1/8 in. to 2 in. or more.

MACHINE SCREWS

Brass or steel inachine screw's are used for the assembling, of metal baits. Machine

screws can be driven only into pre-drilled and threaded holes matching the screw

gage brinto mating nuts. They have slotted or socket heids, which may be round,

oval, fillister, binding, pan, truss, flat or.hexagonal.' The screw body is

uniform in diameter overt is full length, and the screw tip.is blunt. A few of

'the most copmon ,- F . "
-6:

H-5. Sheel7melal screws:
(A) (Jul head: (B) round head;-

_ (CY oval (D) binding head

11:6. Main serNvs:
, (A) flat fiead; (B) reiund htkid;

(C) oval head; (D)jiliister head

Machine screws are designated by size (determined by the diameter), number of

threads to the inch, -and length. Diameters less than 1Y4 in.' are designated by

gage numbers ranging from 0to 12 and from 4/4 in. to 1 in. by fractions of an inch.

Two standard machine-screw thread series are used in the United States--National.,

Coarse and NationalFine. (See Table 5.)

o
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TABLE 5

National eoar)e.and National Fin6
Screw Tlireads

Machine
NOIT1inal

size

screW

(in. )

,Thredds per inch
National 'coarse

(NC)
.National fine

(N1.1
Jib 0.0600 80

1 0.0730 64 .72
#2 0.0860 56 64
4:3 0.0990 48 56
# 4 0.1120 40 465 0.1.250 40. 44

0.1380 32 40#8 0.1640 32 36
#10 0:1900 24 '32
412 0.2160 24 '28

Q. 2500 20 285/16" 0.3125 18 24
.3/3" 0.3750 16 247/16" 0.4375 14
1/3" 0.5000 13 209 46' 0.5'625 12 185/8" 0.6230 ' 1%1 18
3/t1" 0:7500 10 '167/8" 0.8750 9 '14

.1.0000 8 14

ANCHORING DEVICES

0A wide variety of anchoring devices are used as fasteners where nails or screws
would be inappropriate in terms of holding' power, permanence, or 'suitability-for
special fasten-Up needs. Two common c4tegOries of anchoring devices are 1) bolts,
nuts-and studs Ind 2) shields-, plugs and anchors.

BOLTS, NUTS AND STUDS

_Bolts, like, screws, have threaded bodies. They differ from screws mainly in head. .

styles and range of types and sizes-s fn. general, bolts are not designed to be
turneddirectly -into the'rnaterial, in the manner of self- tapping screws, but must
'be inserted into a pre - threaded hole or through a clearance hole'and 614' intd'a.

.mating nut. The bolt has an 'external or male thread; the nut an' internal Or/
female thread. Studs are similar to bolts and screws except that they are flreaded
from ';,6th ends; one end of the stud is screwed into a threaded hole, and ttl pro-
jecting end is fitted with a nut.

s,
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Bolts.aredesignAed by 4Y1:1, finish, thread size and pitch and length. Bolt head

and nut shapes include hexa nal, 'square, round, T-shaped and mushroom. The bort>

head may, be chamfered; the top of the head may be.plain or slotted, and its base,

, may be squared off or angled. The thread may cover the entire shank,,or there

'may be an unthreaded portion extending to the base of the head. ,Just below the

head there may be a neck that is square (often combined with a round head), ,ribbed,

finned, elliptical, oval or keyed. Bolt ends are usually blunt, Bent bolts. have

radius bends, square bends, U bends; or er bends in place of heads.

Three familiar types of bpts are illustrated in Fig. H7-7. The carriage Olt has
-an oval. unslotted head and a'square neck that engages the wood or,other mterial

and'prevents4tne bolt from turning when the.nut is Applied.' The machine bolt has

a square.or hexagonal unslotted head:which is held by a wrench while the nut is

being,tightened. A.-lag bolt (lag screw).is like a heavy wood screw except that it

has an unslotted bolt head and must threrefore be installed with a wrench instead

of a screwdriver. It is often, used_in connection with an expansion shield.
. ,

V.
,

',Fig. H-7. Some ramiliar bolts:

A) carriage bolt; B) machine -.

bolt; C)' lag belt or lag screw

.f"

Bolts arEs made fOr a wide range of purposes. There are self-locking bolts, tamper-

proof bolts of special head design requiring matching tools for Installation or

rem6a, bolts that include preassembled washers, and self-sealing screws. Nylon
, bolts and nuts.ai.e.uspd for some, applications:

I
'3.";.

/

0.,

Cotter ;in( or.lock washersAlre often used with bolts to prevent the nut from-

working/loose. The Cotter pin isthrust through a hole in the end of the bolt,

and the two ends of the piri are then separ-ated And bent back.-4he edges pf a split-.

ring lock washer or the ultiple edges of a toothed lock washer cut fnto the bolt
0,00

head.or nut to keep it tight. (See Fig. H-8.) Plain washers may be used under'

bolt heads or nuts to provide increased bearing surface.

41/ 1
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Ffg. 41=84 Devices.used.Sor securtng'nuts

SHIELDS, PLUGSAND ANCHORS

WhetTa lag screw,'a banger bolt, or!vmachitie bolt i s'to'be"driven into a 'masonry

,wall, an expansion shield of the proper size is.firs't inserted into a hole drilled
1

Into.the wall. The shield, a malleable -iron split casting with internal threa4s,

'expands when the bolt is driven in, thusekerting pressgreskgainst the sides of
.. the hole 4nd providtng a secure anchor.

Other devices similar to the expansion shield are lebd s i'lields, plastic fiber 4

expansion plugs, e*pansfon anchors and toggle bolts. The'.1ead shields and t e

,expansion plugs are bsedwith wand M.sews. (See Figs. H -9 and H-10.) Expansion
anchors are used primarily to fasten fixturest6 plaster walls, composition Will-

board and drywall. ,As the strew is driven'1nt6 the wall, the expansion anchor i

spreads and locks into place; the screw is then removed, insertecrthrough the

fixture, and re-driveminto the anchor: Toggle bolts are used to fasten woodwork

or fixtures to boll& walls and ceilings. The expanding section remains folded
against; the bolt until it-is inserted int6 ihe'drilled hole; it then_pfvots or
spreads 'and bears agpins the inner side ofIthe waltas the screw or nut is tight-.

ened.- (See Fig. H-11.)

H -9: Ls

Lead expinsion shield (with lag bolt)

:4'1,1(11 1'1(014-'11.SIZI WOOD scat u,
1a1,1 Pc/ AN1) 'MST (31(11.1,

1).,a rum:Ain:I) etnytior.,
N11(ST l'Ei{ fj11.

. 11:10.4 Installing a fiber plug

"

A

It1tpitrl,p!

Ino+11.
..1111111

BRACKET. Olt OT1i Eft ITEM
TO 131 FAsT,ENED TO WA 1,1.

.
Fig% H-11, Spring -wing toggle bolt:. ,

'(A) inserted,With wins folded;
(131 tigIttened, wings expanded

..s



Self
As t
After you have studied the material in the Information sectio

7n,
complete the

exercises by writing the word that belongs in each space:

1. Besides the common wire .nail, other widely used forms of wire nails ,are,

and

2. Cut nails are made from flat

3. Most nails:are still'sized by the. system.

4. In nail designations, the letter "d!' stands for

5. In many cases, nails can be used in place of wood screws.-
.. ,

a
0 eJ

1 .

6,. Screws having -, heads can be driven faster and withless danger
of the screwdriver slippirig'than

screws 'hav,ingisitigre... heads°.
.

7. Sheet-metal screws are self

8. The two standard machine-screw thread series used in the United States are '\the and the

s
'A lag bolt is like a heavy

except that is has a(n)

'bolt head.

r

10.. Expansion provide tfa- means Of.anchoring
lag tIolts,..hangei bolts, or

machine bolts in masonry.

te



SELF ASSESSMENT ANSWER SHEET
1.'. .

1 . .

1. '.box, finish, casing, clindh, brads

2. ,metal sheets

3.' old penny A

4, 'penny

5. threaded

6. rounded, flat
pto

8. National Coarse, National Fine

9. wood screw, unslotted

a.

T

tv

1

2

,

0 0
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Po t
Assessm t

.
. N, ,....-- .

An assortment of fastenion devices is shown on this page: In each space in the
numbered column below, write the letter ofthe illustrated item that matches the
item named in the column.

.

a
1,trimirri447,14:111:1=1=441.4

A

D

4

1. finishiurnail

2. flat-head wood'sCrew

3. self-drilling wood screw

4. roofing nail

5. Phillips-head screw

6. flat-head sheet-metal screw.
7. fillister-head machine screw. 1

-AL

K

hummtrammt

C

G.

L

16
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Listed below each numbered item are four possible answers or completing
phrases:.Decide which of the four iscorrect, or most nearly correethen write thecorresponding letter in the blank

space to the left of that item.
.

..,

8. Most nails are sized by:
N

.a. length,
. c. the penny systemb. the gage system d head diameter

9. Nails over 6'in. long are generally sized by:
a. the'penny system
b. length in inches

c. weight in poundsper thousandd. gage number
10.

Which-one orthe following is not a wire nail?
a. box nail

c. flooring bradb. ,casing nail
d. cut nail

OM.

11. The dumber of threads per inch is specified when describing which one
of the following kinds of screws?
a. woad screw

c. machine screwb. drive screw
d. sheet-metal screw .

12. Wood screws are sized-by:

a. number
c. diameterb. length
d. weight per thousand

ill13. Atfastener that is like a heavy wood screw exceptthat
it's installed-

with a wrench
instead of a screwdriver is a(n):.

a. Phillips-head screw c. expansion anchorb. stud bolt
d. lag bolt .

14. Which one of the follaWing need not
bekspecified when ordering machine

.screws:

a. cotter pip-r,
c. expansion plugb. expansioR shetid
d. toggle bolt

15. A device used in conjunction with lag bolt for fastening
ltr-masonry

is a(n):
.

a. cotter pin
b. expansion shield

0

c. expansion plug
d. toggle bolt

I 6
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